Math 231 Homework Problems #11

Ordinary Differential Equations and Linear Algebra: A Systems Approach, by T. Kapitula (required)

3000 Solved Problems in Linear Algebra, by S. Lipschutz (optional)

Those problems marked in red boldface are to be handed in for grading.

Kapitula

• 4.1: 1,2,3acg,3bdf,4acg,4bdf,5

• 4.2: 1abc,1defg,2abcdef,2g,3,4,5,6a,6bc,7,8acdf,8be,9acdf,9b,10abcdf,10e

Bronson/Costa

• Ch. 10: 16-41

• Ch. 11: 15-51

• Ch. 12: 9-22

• Ch. 13: 7-13